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Zaquero-9yr old Lusitano

Dubai-14 yr old
Westphalian

Fun in Wisconsin 2014!!

Happy Summer!
I hope you are having a great summer and enjoying
some horse time! It’s been a busy year so far, just got

Up Coming Clinics:

back from a 8 Day Course in Montana. 10 students
enjoyed exploring and advancing their knowledge.

August 14th-22nd

We looked deeper into recognizing a loss of
connection and what we can do to support our re-

2 Clinics

connect. A fun 2 full days of Liberty!
Understanding the importance of

Danby, Vermont

Auditor positions are available at all clinics. Plus if you
have ridden in a clinic in the last year you can audit any
clinic for a discount! But you must pre-register contact
Cathy: info@inspirationalhorse.com
Enjoy the newsletter!

the horse finding and picking you
as it’s herd/leader. Plus we

Sept 16th-25th
2 Clinics

enjoyed more information on
bareback and how to create a safe

Gilroy, California

and creative play space. Then we
finished up with 2 days of riding +
new patterns. At the end of 9 days
everyone’s brains were full!

Oct 15th-23rd

Introducing Aniika! 8yr old Hanoverian.
Here she is meeting Sadie, 17hh meets
32inches!

9 Day Course

Now a few weeks home and I am off to Vermont!

Cleveland, TN

There may still be some positions open please
contact info@inspirationalhorse.com if you would
like to come.

Self Collection
Talking about self-carriage
and posture in a recent clinic reminded

A student with her mare at a recent clinic playing with
connection and self carriage at liberty.

Just watch a foal play and it’s
apparent they are born with it!

forehand and lack impulsion. It is not
difficult to understand and be able to

me of how easy it is to just
move around with a horse

Every movement, no
matter how basic it

asking this and that without any
thought or awareness to how

may seem contains the implement it into everything we do on
ability to help support the ground it will put pieces in that will

they are using their body.

self collection.
Without this

I’ve always loved learning about

Dubai-14yr old Westphalian

self-collection and continue to explore
what is possible when the horse is in a
connected and trusting frame of mind.

awareness quite
often we end up teaching our
horses to be heavy on their

recognize when a horse is in self-carriage.
If we have this understanding and

come forward when we ride, naturally!

At a recent clinic—thank you Dave and Trigger!

We can lack self carriage too. Building

So let’s step forward and create the

our body awareness is a huge key to
supporting the horse and it allows us to

mental, energetic and physical
collection that makes every horse

lead the feeling and expression with ease.

beautiful!

The Art of Bareback and One Rein
Liberty is one of my favorite things to play and explore deeper levels of connection but I would say
bareback is a close second. The freedom the horse feels combined with how we feel is truly amazing.
Creating the high level of connection necessary for this intimate interaction really fine tunes the rider.
All of a sudden we realize how intimate we really are to our horse and how important every seemingly
small conversation truly is. Every little detail is transmitted with ease, allowing us to feel instantly what
our horse is saying and to feel their response. The horse showing you the quality of connection (WE) is
a huge part of bareback.
I’m surprised the number of people that don’t ride bareback. Many convinced they can’t, yet they will
hop right on with a saddle. Most people can get away with a lack of connection with a saddle but bareback won’t let this happen. As they explore bareback they find that it wasn’t that they couldn’t but
that they didn’t know how to begin the conversation, safely and confidently.
What steps does one take? Some questions to ask….
How strong is your connection to your horse and it to you? Can you get off easily and confidently? What does you seat connection need to be and how do you adjust your seat if needed? Does it truly
feel as if the horse is sharing its legs with your intent and focus? Do you know how to support your
thoughts and ideas with your visual picture, energy and core….leading to your tools if you needed?
Asking these questions online and at liberty can be helpful.
Starting every young horse this way through the first 10 rides really proved to me how much value was
being placed into the relationship . Taking horses that had been started poorly and adding into their
foundation one rein riding filled in so many holes for them.
There is so much to learn and such a wonderful opportunity to strengthen your connection and balance
as a rider. I look forward to helping you achieve the connection you dream of!

Enjoy some photos of students in a recent clinic exploring bareback!

Young Horse Opportunities for 2015
The starting of a young horse is such
an important time. Memories that
they will take with for their whole
life are set into motion. How they
feel about the human, saddle, exercises and patterns are so
critical. Showing them that being with the human is about
a deep connection built on trust and confidence should be
something they can count on.
The yields and movements that make up the foundation are
pieces that will be referenced for years to come. It is so
easy for the horse if this understanding is
there when they are started. The speed
at which both horse and rider can
progress is amazing!
When a horse learns from the beginning
to be connected, forward moving and
light/responsive there’s nothing stopping
it’s progress into the future.

Are you interested in learning more about developing the
young horse?
Maybe you have a horse that needs to be re-started?
Or maybe you have a youngster ready to be started?
If so please let us know. Openings for 2015 are booking
now and are limited!

Contact: Aimee@inspirationalhorse.com

CLINICS 2015 BOOKING
NOW!
Are you interested in hosting Aimee in
your area for a clinic? Email us today,
dates for 2015 are getting full.

WWW.INSPIRATIONALHORSE.COM

